Ultimate Vietnam
(From South to North)

January 26th- February 3rd 2023
PLUS
Vietnam Tropical Paradise Extension

February 3rd- February 7th 2023
A complete cultural and visually stunning adventure through the whole of Vietnam! This time we’ll be exploring
both the south and north, which in many ways are like two different countries (visually and culturally)! From the
one-of-a-kind floating markets along the southern Mekong River Delta, to the world-famous natural wonders at Ha
Long Bay in the north, to the country’s best beaches and tropical waters, we’ll show you our favorite parts on and
off the beaten path!

B= Breakfast L= Lunch D= Dinner
Jan Day 1 (No
26th Meals)

Arrive Ho
Chi Minh
City
(Saigon)

On arrival at Saigon Airport, you will be met by our local guide and driver
and transfer by private vehicle to our hotel (hotel check-in time is 2pm and
rooms may not be immediately available for groups arriving earlier in the
day though we will try our best to arrange it earlier). The remainder of the
afternoon is at leisure and your PhotoFly Tour Director will happily enjoy
a dinner with any travelers eager for an authentic meal.

Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon)
With a population of nearly 9 million inhabitants and an almost equal number of
scooters, mopeds and motorcycles all competing for space on the ultra-busy streets,
bustling and noisy Ho Chi Minh City is quite literally a metropolis on the move.
The most western of Vietnamese cities, Saigon, as it is still commonly known, is a city of
contrasts; a place where ultra-modern shopping malls and fashionable restaurants vie for
space with local retailers selling all manner of wares and quiet roadside cafes making
delicious Vietnamese iced coffee (cafe sua da) and other liquid refreshments.. Ho Chi
Minh City is packed with first-rate museums and some elegant French-era colonial
architecture, including the Central Post Office and the stunning Saigon Opera House.
Away from the city center, Cholon, where the treasure trove of temples is best explored
on foot, is one of the most vibrant Chinatowns in South East Asia whilst Ben Thanh
Market is the perfect place for a spot of retail therapy (Vietnamese style!) and souvenirhunting. With so much to see and do, an international dining scene, and some of the
most luxurious hotels in the country, Ho Chi Minh City is a truly remarkable
destination waiting to be explored.
Jan
27th

Day 2 (B, L,
D)

Good
Morning
Vietnam!

We start this morning to visit Notre Dame, an impressive neoRomanesque cathedral in the center of the
city, the 'wedding cake' styled Hotel d'Ville
and Dong Khoi street, formerly the center
Explore Ho
of haute couture in Saigon when it was
Chi Minh
known as Rue Catinat. The morning light
City & Cu
should allow for excellent side angle
Chi Tunnels
photography.
Next we’ll explore the Ben Thanh Market
full of excellent cultural photography.
Moving onto the War Remnant Museum,
the space is primarily dedicated to the
Vietnam War but also includes exhibits
dating back to French colonialist period
and the first Indochina. These are
fascinating exhibits and perspectives from
the Vietnamese government as opposed to the US history version we’ve
been exposed to.

Enjoy lunch a locally sourced lunch followed by an afternoon visit to the
Cu Chi tunnels. Journey out of the city center to the Cu Chi regions,
where you will visit the vast underground network of tunnels built first as a
defense against the French and later expanded during the Vietnam War
(known as the American War locally). It was from here that the North
Vietnamese waged their guerrilla warfare and you will marvel at their
ingenuity and resilience. See secret trapdoors, underground kitchens, living
areas and meeting rooms. The more
adventurous may explore the deeper
second, and even third level tunnels. For
those preferring to remain above
ground, there is ample opportunity to
view excavated areas from above. Our
guide will advise you of the length and
level of difficulty of each tunnel before
entering - some are easily accessed by
stairs. We recommend good walking
shoes and sun protection for this tour
and advise you may get a little dirty! This
evening a delicious dinner awaits before
bed.
Jan
28th

Day 3 (B, L)

Ho Chi
Minh City
→ Cai Be →
Can Tho

After breakfast, we’re leaving the big city and heading southwest. Cai Be is
known for its large, colorful, floating market, where displays of produce
are hung from bamboo poles over the host’s boats in order to attract
customers. Witness and photograph vendors bartering with shoppers as
goods are transferred from one boat to another. These waterborne shops
each specialize in a few kinds of fruits or vegetables and samples of their
goods hang from tall wooden poles allowing customers to easily identify
what is for sale.
From here the journey continues across the upper reach of the river to a
maze of tributaries and fruit plantations. Barges ply the route, overloaded
with rice husks used as fuel for the regions numerous brick kilns.
Hopping off the boat on
Dong Hoa Hiep Island
we’ll explore the beautiful
riverine landscapes and
observe & photograph
typical life in the Mekong
Delta. Walking through
local villages and fruit
gardens, visit an ancient
Mandarin house dating
from the 19th century
where several generations of the same family live together. Visit a small
family business to see how coconut candy and puffed rice (the local
equivalent of popcorn) are made, and learn about the drying process for
longan fruit, another cottage industry in the Delta. A delicious lunch awaits
us at Le Longanier; set in a luxuriant garden by the river this gorgeous
two-story villa recreates the refined atmosphere of traditional Indochina.

Back onboard our boat, the leisurely cruise continues to Vinh Long. From
here we’ll arrive at the delta's economic hub city of Can Tho where we
stay for the night. Dinner is on our own but feel free to join our Tour
Director for a sumptuous meal together as a group.
Jan
29th

DAY 4 (B, L)

Can Tho →
Hanoi

An early wake up is scheduled this morning as we’ll begin a very special
experience back on the waters of the Mekong. The waters take us to Cai
Rang, a bustling market town where we’ll be some of the first travelers to
enjoy a sampan ride through the floating markets at the height of the
activity! Photograph the colorful congestion of women and children
jostling for space and vying to sell their wares. If you were to wait until
later in the day, you’d miss the whole spectacle!

After a tasty lunch at a local restaurant, we’ll return to Saigon for our
afternoon flight to Hanoi, the country’s capital and cultural epicenter of
Northern Vietnam. The remainder of the day is at leisure. As always, grab a
bite to eat on your own or join our Tour Director for dinner as a group.

Hanoi
Vietnam's northern and leafy capital lies at the heart of the northern Red River Delta,
and is a city of lakes, leafy boulevards and open parks with a French colonial feel.
Hanoi was founded in
1010 and became the
official capital of
independent Vietnam in
1954. Today ancient
crumbling buildings
dating from the 11th
century lie scattered
among grand French
colonial residences, while
shrines and monuments to
Vietnam's first president,
Ho Chi Minh, sit in the shadow of modern high-rise buildings. The streets of the Old
Quarter preserve age-old customs, where trade takes one back half a century and
temples, pagodas and monuments reflect the historic character of Vietnam.

Jan
30th

Day 5 (B, L,
D)

Exploring
The morning we’re off to visit Ho Chi Minh’s complex where we’ll see and
the streets of photograph the Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum from the outside. The tomb is
Hanoi
monumental, built of marble, granite, precious wood, and features a threestored structure in the center of Ba Dinh Square. The second story
houses the famous President’s body, lying as if he were sleeping, in the
simple clothes worn when he was alive. Outside, visitors can see his
popular quote “Khong co gi quy hon doc lap tu do” (translated as
“Nothing is more precious than independence and freedom”) on the top
face of the mausoleum. Schedule and availability permitting, we may be
able to enter the mausoleum.
Behind the Mausoleum, we’ll visit and explore inside Ho Chi Minh's
house. Refusing to live in the Presidential palace, President Ho Chi Minh
lived in a normal
electrician’s house
nearby. The
Government had a
simple and natureoriented environment
constructed for him to
live and work. Walking
around, experience his
simple and pure
lifestyle in the wooden
tiled house on stilts
surrounded by gardens full of fruit trees and a peaceful fishpond.
Two more highlights still await in this vast complex: the One Pillar
Pagoda and Ho Chi Minh Museum. The ancient pagoda was built in
1049 under the Ly Dynasty and the museum was built in the shape of a
white lotus flower, which is nearly 60 ft high, including 3 floors. More than
2,000 documents and show-pieces are displayed, systematically reflecting
President Ho Chi Minh’s life and revolutionary cause since the late 19th
century.
Before our unique lunch
experience, we’ll visit the
Temple of Literature.
Founded in 1076, Van
Mieu, the Temple of
Literature, serves as a
pleasant respite from the
bustle of Hanoi’s street
scene. Emperor Ly
Thanh Tong built it to
honor academicians and
men of literary accomplishment, and it served as Vietnam’s first university,
educating the sons of mandarins. Its five courtyards, the temple itself, and
82 inscribed columns represent Vietnamese architecture at its finest and
will be awesome to photograph.
STREET FOOD LUNCH ADVENTURE
Hanoi street food is not just a quaint or exotic culinary excursion, but is
central to how people eat and helps define the culture and rhythm of the
city. However, while dining on the street sounds tempting and
adventurous, it can be understandably intimidating. Our well-chosen local
guide will happily show us the hidden but true taste of Ha Noi on a

discovery walk-through of Vietnamese street cuisine and culture.
During the walk we’ll enjoy culinary delights such as authentic pho
noodles, banh mi sandwiches, local coffee, and cha ca grilled fish.
This afternoon we take a guided stroll through the Old Quarter. A former
city wall, and a citadel wall, the Old Quarter (consisting of 36 old streets
inside) started as a snake and alligator-infested swamp. It later evolved into
a cluster of villages made up of houses on stilts, and was unified by
Chinese administrators who built ramparts around their headquarters.
The area was named "Dominated Annam" or "Protected South" by the
Chinese. Lots of great
photos to be taken
inside along the old
streets, each wellknown for a specialized
industry. Silk clothing
ready-made and
tailored, embroidery,
silver products, and so
much more can be
found at the different
merchants.

Our day ends on a high note with an awesome cyclo ride, dinner, and
water puppet show! In the early evening we travel by cyclo x`(pedicab) to
a theatre where this ancient and unique art form of water puppetry is reenacted. The ‘stage’ is a pool of water in which the puppeteers stand waist
deep, hidden by a screen from behind which they skillfully maneuver the
lacquered wooden puppets. Attached to a bamboo pole, the puppets
appear to dance and play on the water’s surface. A traditional Vietnamese
orchestra provides the musical accompaniment whilst performers sing
songs telling the story being acted out by the puppets. Each short act
relates to daily life and
Vietnamese folklore
with names such as
'Returning from school
after graduation' and
'Rearing ducks and
chasing foxes’. At the
performance finale
transfer by private
vehicle to one of
Hanoi's many superb
Vietnamese restaurants
for dinner.
Jan
31st

Day 6 (B, L,
D)

The Hill
Tribes of
Mai Chau

Mai Chau Hill Tribes
Mai Chau, a small town nestled in the midst of a lush valley and surrounded by
emerald-green rice fields, west of the capital. Discover the nature, beauty, and exotic
cultures of Vietnam's hill tribes on a road trip through the countryside with
breathtaking scenery everywhere you look.

After breakfast we’ll begin this epic road trip through lush valleys and
stunning karst mountains,
rich with rice fields and
ancient tea plantations.
There will be many photo
stops along the way and a
short visit with the Mu ong
tribes. Next up is the
Thung Khe Pass offering
a spectacular view of Mai
Chau Valley. On arrival in
Mai Chau we’ll enjoy some
free time to explore, photograph, and mingle with the villagers after having
an authentic lunch with a local family of the White Thai tribe.

There’s no better way to experience the beauty of the valley than by riding
a bike through village paths winding by terraced rice paddies and through
small villages. If possible, we’ll make stops to encounter the people and
cultures of the ethnic minority group: Pom Coong and Na Phon. We’ll
return to Hanoi in the evening for a tasty dinner together as a group.
Feb Day 7 & 8 (B, Bai Tu
Long: Best
1st & L, D)
nd
of Ha Long
2
Bay

Luxury Cruise Throughout the Best of Ha Long Bay!
This morning we’re up bright and early to begin our journey to Ha Long
Bay.

Ha Long Bay is a breathtaking secluded harbor with 2,000 limestone islands rising
from the emerald waters of Bac Bo gulf. It is one of Vietnam's most scenic regions and
has been referred to as the eighth Wonder of the World. The area of about
1,500 sq km is dotted with innumerable beaches and grottos, created over thousands of
years by waves and wind. Even in the rain the bay takes on a mystic quality.

Our three-day slow cruise through the seemingly never-ending bay of
islands, UNESCO
World Heritage
Ha Long Bay and
off the beaten
track Bai Tu
Long Bay will be
in a deluxe cabin
on an incredible
luxury boat. We’ll
enjoy delicious allinclusive
Vietnamese food,
and plenty of time
to explore beaches, lagoons, and sea caves. Our friendly, knowledgeable
English-speaking crew are awesome and make the experience truly
memorable for the rest of our lives!

Lay in the sun, enjoy a selection of the freshest seafood, and capture image
after image everywhere we look. The aim is to get off the beaten track
while maintaining a leisurely pace and the size of our vessel allows us to get
much closer to Ha Long Bay’s natural wonders like its pocket lagoons
and small fishing communities.
The boat is beautifully
designed in the style of
traditional fishing ships
used in South East Asia
over the centuries. After
a welcome refreshment
on board and a tour of
the dark-red wood
interior, lunch is served.
The junk sets sail
through the curiously
named islets of the bay,
past a film studio with
surely the best location in the world, and on to Cap La Village for kayaking
and swimming. We’ll also get to explore a beautiful grotto filled with
stalactites hanging from the high cave ceiling. The cruise wouldn’t be
complete without a stop at a secluded white sand beach for relaxation and
fun in the sun.

Delicious dinners, comfortable cozy cabins, and magnificent scenery will
make this a cruise unlike any other.
Feb Day 9 (B, L)
3rd

Hanoi,
Vietnam→
Home

This morning get up and photograph a beautiful sunrise (or sleep in), then
enjoy our final breakfast among this mystical paradise.

OR
Best of
Vietnam’s
Beaches!

Our adventure now comes to an end as we arrive back at the port. Lunch
is provided onboard before disembarking back to the Hanoi International
Airport for our evening flights home. BUT the adventure doesn’t have
to end here!
Continue on with us to Vietnam’s epic central coast lined with white
sand beaches and turquoise waters! No better way to finish this journey
than by exploring, snorkelling, and relaxing in paradise!

SEE BELOW FOR EXTENSION DAILY ITINERARY

Price & Inclusions/Exclusions
Included
•

•

Meals:
o

8 Breakfasts

o

8 Lunches

o

5 Dinners

Ground Transportation:
o

•

All Ground Transportation throughout

One Way Domestic Flight INCLUDED:
o

Saigon → Hanoi

•

Taxes & Entrance Fees:
o All entrance fees to sights listed on itinerary

•

Privately guided small group tour as always

Included Hotel Accommodations
Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon):
Grand Hotel Saigon: http://www.grandhotel.vn/
Can Tho:
Vinpearl Can Tho Hotel: https://vinpearl.com/en/hotels-can-tho
Hanoi:
Silk Path Hotel: https://www.silkpathhotel.com/
Ha Long Bay:
Dragon Legend (cruise): https://www.dragonlegendcruise.com/
*Accommodations are handpicked for their uniqueness, style, and convenience
*Hotels and accommodations above subject to change pending availability

Not Included
•

International airfare:
o

•

Flying into Ho Chi Minh City (SGN) on January 26th 2023 & departing Hanoi (HAN) on
February 3rd 2023. (*unless doing extension, see below)

Visa:
o

Must be obtained in advance

o

https://visa.mofa.gov.vn/Homepage.aspx

o

COVID-19 has disrupted visa processing systems and PhotoFly will send new or updated
options as they become available; it is not recommended to buy your visa until several
months before the trip’s start date to allow time for Vietnam’s operations to resume
properly

•

Items of a personal nature

•

Tipping:

o

Guides and Tour Director: $8.00 - $10.00 per day

o

Drivers: $5.00 - $10.00 per day, less for half day

o

Porters: $1.00 per bag

o

Housekeeping: $2.00 - $3.00 per person, per room

o

Restaurant Staff: 5% - 10% or $2.00 - $3.00 per included meals

•

Optional activities if stated above and any fees associated with activities on your own

•

Alcoholic & non-alcoholic beverages are not included with meals unless specifically
stated in itinerary

•

Costs for any meals not included

•

Any additional transportation, items, etc. not listed in the above itinerary

Price: $2,495.00 I Single Supplement: $620.00
Refundable Deposit: $600.00
*For our solo travelers we will pair you up with someone of the same sex unless single
occupancy is requested.
Go Here to Sign Up: https://photoflytravel.org/tour/vietnam-group-tours/ OR mail check to Local
Planet Travel:
Local Planet Travel
105 Swallowtail Pl
Greenville, SC 29607
*We also accept no fee payments via Venmo & Zelle. Should you wish to pay via either method see the
instructions below:
Venmo: Send trip payments to @photofly (www.venmo.com/photofly) *Do not choose the "refund
protection" option because a fee is charged and we will not receive the full deposit amount.
Zelle: Send trip payments to steve.juba@localplanettravel.com
*If mailing a check, please reserve your spot via the above trip page and select "check payments" on the
checkout page.
Cancellation Policy & Refunds
*There is a $100.00 administrative fee for all cancellations. Cancellations made 100 days (October 18th 2022) or more prior to
trip departure date are fully refundable except for the $100 fee. Cancellations less than 100 days (October 19th 2022) prior to
the trip departure date will receive no refund of the full amount due. No refunds on unused portions of the tour. Credit card
fees and paypal processing fees cannot be refunded. After airline tickets are issued, airline cancellations are per the airline’s
policy and are usually non-refundable and changeable with a fee plus new ticket price. Travel insurance strongly encouraged
(ask us about policy options). *Hotels subject to change based on availability
CST # 2101181-40
**COVID Cancellation Policy** – Local Planet Travel Services OR Guest may cancel this reservation if the USA or country(s) we
are visiting mandates a country-wide closure due to COVID. If this happens, you would receive a full refund. If a guest chooses,
the funds can remain on file and be applied for any future tour with PhotoFly Travel Club. *Please note bank merchant service
fees when using a credit card are non-refundable.
**MANDATORY VACCINE REQUIREMENT** - The safety of all our guests is a top priority regardless of where our adventures
take us. All travelers are required to have an approved COVID-19 vaccination to participate in this tour. Travelers that meet this
mandatory requirement can join our adventures after 14 days have elapsed since their final dose. Proof of vaccination must be
provided by emailing a copy of the participant's COVID-19 vaccination card to joinus@photoflytravel.com upon sign-up.
*Guests who are not vaccinated for medical reasons are exempt from this mandatory vaccine policy with proof from a certified
medical professional.

Vietnam Central Coast: Tropical Paradise
Optional Extension

February 3rd - February 7th 2023
If you’ve come all the way to Vietnam, it would be a shame not to continue on with us to some of the best beaches
and coastline the country as to offer. Relaxing in the sand and sun, snorkeling, and photographing the pristine
beaches, and cultural oddities of the Central Coast (Da Nang & Hoi An) is not to be missed.

B= Breakfast L= Lunch D= Dinner
Feb Day 9 (B, L)
3rd

From One
Paradise to
Another

On arrival to the Da Nang Airport (flight included from Hanoi), our guide
will meet and transfer us to our hotel on the beach. The remainder of the
afternoon/evening will be at leisure.
Nowhere in Vietnam is changing as fast as Da Nang. For decades it had a reputation
as a provincial backwater, but big changes are ongoing. Stroll along the Han riverfront
and you'll find gleaming new modernist hotels, and apartments and restaurants are
emerging. Spectacular bridges now span the river, and in the north of the city, the
landmark new D-City is rising from the flatlands. Venture south and the entire Dan
Nang Beach strip is booming with hotels and resorts -Lonely Planet

Feb
4th

Day 10 (B)

A Day of
Options…

Breakfast is at the hotel this morning then we have options! For those who
want to simply catch up on R&R, today is the best day to do it. The sun
and sands are inviting with no shortage of great food and shops to explore
just off the beach. Take this day for yourself and enjoy it on your own
terms.

For those eager for more exploration, join our Tour Director on an
optional adventure to the Marble Mountains just outside the city:
Optional Half Day Adventure to the Marble Mountains
After plenty of free time this morning to relax and enjoy the beach or
wander the city streets,
we’ll depart in the early
afternoon for the five
limestone hills which
make up Vietnam’s
famed Marble
Mountains. Each hill is
named after one of the
five elements: fire (Hoa),
wood (Moc), metal
(Kim), water (Thuy), and
earth (Tho), and while
their shadowy caves and hidden tunnels draw thousands of travelers to
wander this destination each year, its proximity to beautiful and ancient
Buddhist and Hindu grottoes and access to a stunning summit are plenty
of reasons to make the voyage with us.
We can climb the more than 150 steps that lead to the summit of Thuy
Son, where incredible views of the natural surrounding landscape will be
taken in and photographed. Explore beautiful pagodas and sanctuaries
carved into the mountain itself including Huyen Khong, Tang Chon, &
Tam Thai. These ancient religious monuments showcase the region’s ageold tradition of stone carving, thanks to relief work chipped away from the
mountain’s marble façade.

After making our descent from the mountains, we head to Son Tra
Peninsula, famous for its white-sand beaches and glittering emerald
waters. Here we visit the Linh Ung Pagoda, which is home to the
enormous statue of Lady Buddha, or the Goddess of Mercy. We’ll return
to Da Nang in the early evening in time to photograph sunset and indulge
in a delicious dinner on our own.
Duration: 4 hours (approx.)
What’s Included:
-

Transfers and transportation throughout
Entrance fees

-

One way elevator at Marble Mountain
Bottled drinking water
English speaking guide
Travel insurance

Exclusions:
- Tips and gratuities
- Personal expenses such as: shopping, food, beverage, etc.
Price: TBD
*More details and RSVP information will be sent to the group about 1 month prior to
the trip.
Feb
5th

Day 11 (B)

Onto Hoi
This morning we’ll check out of our hotel and move onto the nearby town
An: A Feast
of Hoi An to yet
for the Eyes
another beautiful
boutique hotel on the
beach!
Strolling along the
waterfront in tranquil Hoi
An, it’s hard to imagine
that this riverine town was
once an important port and
major player in the SouthEast Asian trading
markets. Today, Hoi An’s Ancient Town is listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage
Site and without doubt one of the most attractive destinations in Vietnam. This
exceptionally well-preserved example of a trading port which was active between the 15th
and 19th centuries and its design reflects centuries of influences from both local and
foreign residents. Colorful scenes of traditional merchant houses painted yellow and
blanketed in purple bougainvillea present picture-perfect scenes and as night falls, delicate
silk lanterns create a rainbow of hues against the night sky. A destination in its own
right, not only does Hoi An offer a diverse array of activities from cooking classes to
bicycle rides, it is surrounded by natural beauty; from lush green rice fields to white sandy
beaches.
The sublime riverside town of Hoi An is a feast for the eyes and this
afternoon we’ll
embark on a
unique guided
walking tour.
Discover
beautifully
preserved old
merchant houses,
atmospheric
temples and lively
markets as we
stroll through the
back streets and
hidden alleys. We’ll visit the iconic 400-year-old Japanese Bridge and the
busy waterfront, where colorful fishing boats bob up and down on the
Thu Bon River. There will also be time to peruse the numerous boutiques
and galleries that line the narrow streets for some window shopping. We’ll
visit a local house in a hidden alleyway where we will have a chance to try

one of best known cakes in Hoi An – Banh It la Gai. A short journey on a
motorized boat along the Thu Bon River will cap off the day having now
discovered why Hoi An truly is a feast for the eyes (and cameras!).
The remainder of the evening is at leisure to relax and enjoy dinner on our
own.
Feb
6th

DAY 12 (B, L) Idyllic
Island,
White Sand
Beaches, &
Stunning
Snorkeling

We’ll finish off this ultimate Vietnam journey among the colorful corals
and fish off the coast of the stunning Cham Islands.
Cu Lao Cham Island & Snorkel Adventure

The Cham Islands are comprised of 8 small isles that make up the Cu Lao Cham
Marine Park, an UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.
Cu Lao Cham Island showcases white sandy beaches, rocky cliffs, and crystal-clear
turquoise waters. Hikers will appreciate the scenic views from forested trail heads &
snorkelers will find coral, tiger shrimp and mollusks unique to this region, while lucky
birders can peep Salanganes -- made famous by the country's bird's nest soup which these
islands are known for…
A comfortable speed boat brings us to this tiny slice of paradise in less
than an hour. We arrive at Hon Nhon and will have two hours to swim
and snorkel in the
warm waters before a
delicious lunch on the
unique Bai Chong
beach. Relax, explore,
and sunbathe here
before hopping back
onboard our boat for
Hoi An.
Dinner is on our own
tonight but we’d love
everyone to join our
Tour Director for a farewell feast at a carefully chosen restaurant near the
hotel (not included).
Feb
7th

Day 13 (B)

Farewell
Vietnam!

After breakfast this morning we bid farewell to the amazing country of
Vietnam and will be transferred to the Da Nang International Airport.
There is still so much more this country has to offer and we won’t be
surprised if you’re planning your next trip back on the plane ride home!

Price & Inclusions/Exclusions

Included
•

Meals:
o 5 Breakfast
o

2 Lunches

•

Ground Transportation:
o All Ground Transportation throughout

•

One Way Domestic Flight INCLUDED:
o Hanoi → Da Nang

•

Entrance Fees:
o All entrance fees to sights listed on itinerary

Hotel Accommodations:
Da Nang:
Melia Da Nang: https://www.melia.com/en/hotels/vietnam/danang/melia-danang/index.html
Hoi An:
Boutique Hoi An Resort & Spa: http://www.boutiquehoianresort.com/

*Accommodations are handpicked for their uniqueness, style, and convenience.
*Hotels and accommodations above subject to change pending availability

Not Included
•

International airfare:
o

•

Flying into Ho Chi Minh City (SGN) on January 26th 2023 and departing Hanoi (DAD) on
February 7th 2023.

Visa:
o

See information above regarding visas, no additional steps needed to join extension

•

Items of a personal nature

•

Tipping:
o

Guides and Tour Director: $8.00 - $10.00 per day

o

Drivers: $5.00 - $10.00 per day, less for half day

o

Porters: $1.00 per bag

o

Housekeeping: $2.00 - $3.00 per person, per room

o

Restaurant Staff: 5% - 10% or $2.00 - $3.00 per included meals

•

Optional activities if stated above and any fees associated with activities on your own

•

Alcoholic & non-alcoholic beverages are not included with meals unless specifically
stated in itinerary

•

Costs for any meals not included

•

Any additional transportation, items, etc. not listed in the above itinerary

Price: $945.00 I Single Supplement: $320.00
Refundable Deposit: $600.00
*For our solo travelers we will pair you up with someone of the same sex unless single
occupancy is requested.
Go Here to Sign Up: https://photoflytravel.org/tour/vietnam-group-tours/ OR mail check to
Local Planet Travel:
Local Planet Travel
105 Swallowtail Pl
Greenville, SC 29607

*We also accept no fee payments via Venmo & Zelle. Should you wish to pay via either method
see the instructions below:
Venmo: Send trip payments to @photofly (www.venmo.com/photofly) *Do not choose the
"refund protection" option because a fee is charged and we will not receive the full deposit
amount.
Zelle: Send trip payments to steve.juba@localplanettravel.com
*If mailing a check, please reserve your spot via the above trip page and select "check
payments" on the checkout page.
Cancellation Policy & Refunds
*There is a $100.00 administrative fee for all cancellations. Cancellations made 100 days (October 18th 2022) or more prior to
trip departure date are fully refundable except for the $100 fee. Cancellations less than 100 days (October 19th 2022) prior to
the trip departure date will receive no refund of the full amount due. No refunds on unused portions of the tour. Credit card
fees and paypal processing fees cannot be refunded. After airline tickets are issued, airline cancellations are per the airline’s
policy and are usually non-refundable and changeable with a fee plus new ticket price. Travel insurance strongly encouraged
(ask us about policy options). *Hotels subject to change based on availability
CST # 2101181-40

**COVID Cancellation Policy** – Local Planet Travel Services OR Guest may cancel this reservation if the USA or
country(s) we are visiting mandates a country-wide closure due to COVID. If this happens, you would receive a full
refund. If a guest chooses, the funds can remain on file and be applied for any future tour with PhotoFly Travel
Club. *Please note bank merchant service fees when using a credit card are non-refundable.
**MANDATORY VACCINE REQUIREMENT** - The safety of all our guests is a top priority regardless of where our
adventures take us. All travelers are required to have an approved COVID-19 vaccination to participate in this tour.
Travelers that meet this mandatory requirement can join our adventures after 14 days have elapsed since their
final dose. Proof of vaccination must be provided by emailing a copy of the participant's COVID-19 vaccination card
to joinus@photoflytravel.com upon sign-up. *Guests who are not vaccinated for medical reasons are exempt from
this mandatory vaccine policy with proof from a certified medical professional.
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